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Healthy machines can 
ensure a smooth production, 
and predictive maintenance 
is the solution you need to 
adopt in order to preserve 
them



But finding the fitting 
solution to your real 
needs is hard, as you have 
unique requirements



Imagine you had a 
solution, tailored to your 
needs, knowing when 
the next failure will 
occur



Today you meet the right 
approach: a New tailor
made solution to your 
particular problem



So, you have spend time 
and effort to find your 
unique maintenance, but 
it’s necessary, 

Otherwise… 



No matter your size 
and strength



Unless you evolve…



… you simply disappear



Knowledge is power



“An 
investment 

in 
knowledge 

pays the 
best 

interest”



We want to know what will happen 
and be prepared



Knowledge about

How the machine operates?
How the machine breaks?
How the machine behaves?



However, Machine 
operations do not tell the 
full story unless it’s linked 
with the Production 
Quality.



How we do it



We design and develop Deep 
Neural Networks and Machine 

Learning algorithms



Consume and analyse data 
from sensors 



Consume and analyse data 
from sensors
Evaluate the performance 
and operation with respect to 
process outcome 



Consume and analyse data 
from sensors
Evaluate the performance 
and operation with respect to 
process outcome 
Detect process/machine 
degradation leading to 
inferior quality



We identify the factors that 
lead to process/machine 
degradation and quality 
loss, ranking their 
contribution. 



What is needed from you



Install sensors and share 
data
Share your experience
Share your knowledge



Results



Correlate the process 
outcome with the 
machine state, 
predicting its 
operation and quality

A prediction engine 
for the machine 
operation and the 
remaining useful life 
of their components

Background – H2020 Projects



Results – Achievements

96.0% 93.0%

Predictive 
Operation

Quality
Inspection

91.0%

Remaining 
Useful Life
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